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Basic DetailsBasic Details

Date of birth 10/05/1990

Time of birth 06:05 PM

Latitude 09 N 36

Longitude 77 E 57

Timezone +05:30

Sunrise 05:58:42

Sunset 18:30:24

Varshaphal DetailsVarshaphal Details

Varshaphal Date 10/05/2018

Varshaphal Time 22:22

Birth Ascendant Lord Venus

Year Ascendant Lord Jupiter

Varshaphal Year Lord Saturn

Muntha Lord Saturn

Dinratri Lord Saturn

Trirashi Lord Saturn

AstrAstrological Detailsological Details

Ascendant Libra

Varna Vipra

Vashya Keetak

Yoni Mrig

Gan Dev

Nadi Madhya

Sign Scorpio

Sign Lord Mars

Tithi Krishna Pratipada

Karan Kaulav

Naksahtra Anuradha

Naksahtra Lord Saturn

Charan 1

Yog Variyaan

Yunja Madhya

Tatva Water

Name Alphabet Na

Paya Silver

Basic Astrology Details
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NatalNatal PPrrogrogressess

Nakshatra N Lord Pad Deg Sign PLANET Sign Deg Pad
N
Lord

Nakshatra

Vishakha Jupiter 1 20:41:38 Libra ASCENDANT Sagittarius 20:15:03 3 Venus
Purva
Shadha

Bharni Venus 4 25:52:06 Aries SUN Aries 25:52:06 4 Venus Bharni

Anuradha Saturn 1 03:37:39 Scorpio MOON Aquarius 25:20:15 2 Jupiter
Purva
Bhadrapad

Purva
Bhadrapad

Jupiter 1 20:54:31 Aquarius MARS Capricorn 03:38:57 3 Sun
Uttra
Shadha

Bharni Venus 1 15:45:42 Aries MERCURY Aries 01:41:51 1 Ketu Ashwini

Ardra Rahu 3 14:53:27 Gemini JUPITER Libra 24:02:01 2 Jupiter Vishakha

Uttra
Bhadrapad

Saturn 4 13:26:18 Pisces VENUS Taurus 25:16:13 1 Mars Mrigshira

Uttra
Shadha

Sun 2 01:35:18 Capricorn SATURN Sagittarius 14:37:52 1 Venus
Purva
Shadha

Shravan Moon 3 17:52:37 Capricorn RAHU Cancer 15:55:06 4 Saturn Pushya

Ashlesha Mercury 1 17:52:37 Cancer KETU Capricorn 15:55:06 2 Moon Shravan
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Planetary Positions
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Natal ChartNatal Chart PPrrogrogressessed Charted Chart
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Horoscope Charts
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What is Harsha BalaWhat is Harsha Bala

Harsha literally means happiness. Planets are comfortable or happy in certain situations

and hence they gain Bala or strength. To determine the strength, four points are

considered: Position of a planet in a specific house. Placement in exaltation sign or it's own

house.

About Harsha BalaAbout Harsha Bala

Harsha literally means happiness. Planets are comfortable or happy in certain situations and hence

they gain Bala or strength. To determine the strength, four points are considered:

1. Position of a planet in a specific house.

2. Placement in exaltation sign or it's own house.

3. Placement in house belonging to its own sex.

4. Strength depending on Varsha Pravesha during day time or night time.

When each of the the above point gets fulfilled, then a planet gets 5 points each. A planet which

satisfies all four points, gets a Harsha Bala of 20, making it an extraordinary planet. Thus the planet

gives much benefits during the dasha period.

Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn

Stana Bala 0 5 0 0 5 0 0

Ucchaswachetri Bala 0 5 0 5 0 5 5

Gender Bala 5 5 0 0 5 0 5

Dinratri Bala 0 5 0 5 0 5 5

Total Bala 10 15 5 5 10 10 10

Harsha Bala
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What is PWhat is Panchaanchavvarargiygiya Bala ?a Bala ?

Of the various methods of computing the strength of planets in an annual chart, the

method of Panchavargiya Bala is of primary importance. In this method, five different

sources of strength of planets are considered, hence the name Panchavargiya, 'of five

divisions'.

The Five Factors That Are to Be Considered For Determining the Panchavargiya Bala is are Kshetra

Bala, Uccha Bala, Hadda Bala, Drekkana Bala and Navmansha Bala these values are present in below

table.

Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn

Kshetra Bala 7.5 22.5 15 7.5 15 30 22.5

Uccha Bala 18.2369 12.4819 17.2944 1.8553 7.8852 13.5255 13.9299

Hadda Bala 11.25 11.25 3.75 3.75 7.5 7.5 7.5

Drekkana Bala 2.5 10 2.5 2.5 10 5 7.5

Navmansha Bala 1.25 1.25 1.25 3.75 1.25 1.25 1.25

Total Bala 40.7369 57.4819 39.7944 19.3553 41.6352 57.2755 52.6799

Final Bala 10.1842 14.3705 9.9486 4.8388 10.4088 14.3189 13.17

Panchavargiya Bala
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YYear Lear Lorordd

In the progressed horoscope, out of the ascendant lord, year ascendant lord, munthesh

Triradhipati and divaratripati the one which is most powerful and aspects ascendant is

called varshesh.

It has a great importance in the field of astrology It affects the good and bad events. Since

this is strongest of five year lords and has influence on ascendant, Its position is stronger

than the other planets. Most of the results whether good or bad are due to its influence. If

it is strong then the year will be prosperous. If it is medium then mixed results will be

witnessed throughout the year and if it is weak then adverse results are experienced

during the entire year.

This year is excellent for your physical health as well as mental peace. You will get most of

your important works done with hard work and zeal. In the society, you will hold a

respectable position and the people around you will be influenced by you. Having full faith in

religion you will perform various rites. Your life will be flourished with wealth and luxuries.

You may buy a beautiful house during this period. For progress in business or work this year

is excellent. You will hold a high position in politics. The people around will be impressed and

influenced by you. There will be an inflow of money from various sources. You will also earn

money through foreigners. Your life will be flourished with wealth and luxuries.

Lord Of The Year
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What is SWhat is Sahams ?ahams ?

Sahams are special points signifying important events in life. There are numerous sahams

but all are not relevant during the year. The relevant sahams are picked up at the

appropriate age except Punya Saham and this should be studied for all the years as

itthrows light in all the years.

SSaham Paham Pointsoints

These are Following Sahams Point:

Saham Sign Degrees Lord

1 Punya Aquarius 20:46:54 Saturn

2 Vidya Scorpio 19:43:12 Mars

3 Yasas Virgo 23:30:10 Mercury

4 Mitra Leo 26:19:56 Sun

5 Mahatmya Sagittarius 03:07:06 Jupiter

6 Asha Cancer 00:53:23 Moon

7 Samartha Libra 10:38:07 Venus

8 Bhrati Libra 29:39:11 Venus

9 Gauraa Virgo 23:30:10 Mercury

10 Pitri Virgo 09:00:49 Mercury

11 Rajya Gemini 01:29:16 Mercury

12 Matri Pisces 20:11:01 Jupiter

13 Putra Virgo 18:56:49 Mercury

14 Jeeva Scorpio 29:39:11 Mars

Sahams
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Saham Sign Degrees Lord

15 Karma Pisces 18:17:56 Jupiter

16 Roga Aries 00:57:25 Mars

17 Kali Pisces 29:51:59 Jupiter

18 Shastra Taurus 22:17:42 Venus

19 Bandhu Sagittarius 13:53:27 Jupiter

20 Mrityu Gemini 17:27:49 Mercury

21 Paradesa Taurus 19:13:57 Venus

22 Artha Capricorn 28:10:12 Saturn

23 Paradara Aquarius 19:39:10 Saturn

24 Vanik Sagittarius 13:53:27 Jupiter

25 Karyasiddhi Sagittarius 14:37:52 Jupiter

26 Vivaha Gemini 00:53:23 Mercury

27 Santapa Pisces 11:50:39 Jupiter

28 Sraddha Gemini 11:52:18 Mercury

29 Preeti Libra 19:11:20 Venus

30 Jadya Aries 12:40:46 Mars

31 Vyapara Virgo 22:12:09 Mercury

32 Satru Sagittarius 01:13:58 Jupiter

33 Jalapatana Taurus 19:52:55 Venus

34 Bandhana Libra 14:06:01 Venus

35 Apamrityu Leo 09:09:07 Sun

36 Labha Gemini 19:49:49 Mercury
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IQUIQUABAL YABAL YOGOGAA

DesDescriptioncription

Planets in Kendras (1,4,7 and 10) and Panaparas (2,5,8 and 11) alone, without any in Apoklimas (3,6,9

and 12) produce Iqabala yoga.

FForormedmed

In the Varshphal under consideration this yoga doesn't exist.

INDUVINDUVARARA YA YOGOGAA

DesDescriptioncription

Planets in Apoklimas (3,6,9 and 12) without any in other houses produce Induvara yoga.

FForormedmed

In the Varshphal under consideration this yoga doesn't exist.

ITHAITHASSALALA YA YOGOGAA

DesDescriptioncription

This yoga is formed when lagnesh and any other planet aspects each other, both the planets are

within Deepthamsa and the faster planet precedes the slower planet. Ithasala has three variations -

Vartamana, Sampurna and Bhavishyad. Sampurna Ithasala is formed when the faster planet precedes

the slower planet just by 1 second. In vartamana Ithasala, sign has no criterion though in the

Bhavishyad, signs are supposed to be different.

FForormedmed

In the Varshphal under consideration this yoga is exist.

Varshphal Yoga
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EEAASSARPHA YARPHA YOGOGAA

DesDescriptioncription

This yoga is just the reverse of Ithasala, here slower planet precedes the faster one. Easarpha has got

no variations as well.

FForormedmed

In the Varshphal under consideration this yoga doesn't exist.

NAKTNAKTA YA YOGOGAA

DesDescriptioncription

This yoga gets formed when there is no Ithasala between lagnesh and a planet but if any other planet

which is faster than both get itself involved in aspect with the other two.

FForormedmed

In the Varshphal under consideration this yoga doesn't exist.

YYAMAMAAYYA YA YOGOGAA

DesDescriptioncription

This yoga gets formed when there is no Ithasala between lagnesh and a planet but if any other planet

which is slower than both get itself involved in aspect with the other two.

FForormedmed

In the Varshphal under consideration this yoga doesn't exist.

MMANAHOO YANAHOO YOGOGAA

DesDescriptioncription

When there is a Ithasala between two and one of Mars or Saturn aspects inimically one of the Ithasala

forming planets, Manahoo gets formed.
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FForormedmed

In the Varshphal under consideration this yoga doesn't exist.

KKAMBOOLAMBOOLA YA YOGOGAA

DesDescriptioncription

When there is a Ithasala between two, and Moon, as well, Ithasala with one of them, forms Kamboola

yoga.

FForormedmed

In the Varshphal under consideration this yoga doesn't exist.

GGARIKARIKAMBOOLAMBOOLA YA YOGOGAA

DesDescriptioncription

When Moon does not joins Ithasala but in the next sign being on the last phase of its sign i.e. greater

than 28 Degrees forms Ithasala with some strong planet causes Garikamboola to be formed.

FForormedmed

In the Varshphal under consideration this yoga doesn't exist.

KHALLKHALLAASSARARA YA YOGOGAA

DesDescriptioncription

When there is a Ithasala between two planets but Kamboola as well as Garikamboola yoga does not

exist causes Khallasara to be formed.

FForormedmed

In the Varshphal under consideration this yoga is exist.
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RRADDADDA YA YOGOGAA

DesDescriptioncription

Ithasala between two planets turns Radda if any one of them conjucts with sun. If one of the planet

between them is retrograde, debilitated or in inimical sign also causes Radda to be formed.

FForormedmed

In the Varshphal under consideration this yoga is exist.

DUPPDUPPARIKARIKUTHA YUTHA YOGOGAA

DesDescriptioncription

Ithasala yoga between two planets turns Dupparikutha when the slow moving between them is

strong and the faster one is weak.

FForormedmed

In the Varshphal under consideration this yoga is exist.

DUTDUTTTOOTTA YA YOGOGAA

DesDescriptioncription

Ithasala yoga between two turns Duttota when both the Ithasala forming planets are weak or

otherwise one of them forms Ithasala with a strong planet.

FForormedmed

In the Varshphal under consideration this yoga doesn't exist.

THAMBIRTHAMBIRA YA YOGOGAA

DesDescriptioncription

Thambira yoga gets formed when Ithasala does not exist between two planets but any one of them

being on the last phase of its sign i.e. greater than 29 Degrees forms Ithasala with a strong planet, in

just the next sign.
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FForormedmed

In the Varshphal under consideration this yoga doesn't exist.

KKUTUTTHA YTHA YOGOGAA

DesDescriptioncription

Kuttha yoga gets formed when lagnesh and other planets are strong.

FForormedmed

In the Varshphal under consideration this yoga is exist.

DURDURUPHA YUPHA YOGOGAA

DesDescriptioncription

Durupha yoga gets formed when lagnesh and other planets are weak.

FForormedmed

In the Varshphal under consideration this yoga is exist.
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What is MWhat is Muntha ?untha ?

In the first year of birth, ascendant is munthesh and every year it increases by one sign.

Add the previous years to the ascendant and divide by twelve, the remainder is the present

sign of muntha. Muntha increases by 2 1⁄2 degrees per month or five minutes per day. If

muntha conjoins benefic planets or it’s own sign lord or it is aspected by the same or forms

ithyashal yoga with them then the benefic effects are increased minimizing the malefic

results.

EfEfffect On Yect On Youou

This year you will enjoy good health and mental peace. With sincere efforts and enthusiasm,

you will get most of your important works done. The people around you will be impressed

and influenced by you. You will perform various rituals and also give heavy donations. This

year your brothers and friends will extend their whole-hearted support to you. They will fully

cooperate and respect you. During this period, you will come in contact of some politicians

and high officials and with their help, you will be benefited in more than one way. Most of

your long pending works will be completed. You may also go on a holiday during this period.

This year is highly auspicious for you.

Muntha Prediction
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MMuntha Luntha Lorordd

In the progressed horoscope, the lord of the sign occupied by Muntha is called Munthesh.

Amongst the five year lords it is one of the main planets, so when munthesh is placed in

benefic house, the native gets the benefic results during the year. If at the beginning of the

year, Munthesh is in sixth, eighth, twelfth or fourth house and is combust or is conjoined

with malefic planets or is placed in fourth or seventh from cruel planets then instead of

giving good results, it causes financial losses and physical ailment.

PPrrediction of Mediction of Muntha Luntha Lorordd

This year you will enjoy good health. Most of your important works will be completed without

delay which will make happy and satisfied. Your friends and relatives will extend their whole

hearted support to you and you will cherish the desire to help your near and dear ones.

Financially you will be in a comfortable position and your life will be flourished with wealth

and luxuries. For success in business or work this year will be convenient. A promotive in

service or politics is on the cards.During this period you will come in contact of some high

officials and they will help you in many ways. You may consider a field of launching a new

project. There will be an increase in your respectability and the people around you will be

influenced by you. This year you may get honoured by government. Most of your pending

works will be completed . You may buy a new vehicle. Hence this year will prove to be highly

auspicious for you.

Muntha Lord Prediction
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AsAsccendent Lendent Lorordd

The year ascendant lord is called Varsh Lagnesh. It is one of the important planets amongst

the five year lords. So the good or bad events of the year are influenced by ascendant lord.

Particularly the health, work and luck of the native are affected by this. If Varsh Lagnesh is

full of Panchavurgi bala and is aspected by benefic planets and is placed in kendra then it

gives out great pleasure and wealth, minimizing all ill-effects simultaneously.

AsAsccendent Lendent Lorord Pd Prredictionediction

This year you will enjoy good health and mental peace. With hard work and perseverance

you will get most of your important works done. There will be an inflow of money from

various sources and financially, you will be well off. Your marital life will be harmonious and

peaceful. Your children will keep you happy and satisfied as they will do very well in their

respective fields. Many of your long-cherished will come true. You will get success and profit

in business and you may even start new business. If working or in politics you will get

promoted to a very important position. Your superior or high officials will be pleased with

you and provide you with full support and cooperation. The people around you will accept

your influence and you will hold a respectable position in the society. You will also have the

comfort of your own house and vehicle.

Ascendent Lord Prediction
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Planet Degree Sign

Ascendant 20:15:03 Sagittarius

Sun 25:52:06 Aries

Moon 25:20:15 Aquarius

Mars 03:38:57 Capricorn

Mercury 01:41:51 Aries

Jupiter 24:02:01 Libra

Venus 25:16:13 Taurus

Saturn 14:37:52 Sagittarius

Rahu 15:55:06 Cancer

Ketu 15:55:06 Capricorn
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The month is good for pleasures and happiness. You will be bold and daring and will

approach the problems of life with courage. You will be filled with tremendous energy and

strength to overcome the hurdles on your path of success. Having a flair for writing, some of

your articles may get published and appreciated. It may get you fame and recognition in the

society. Along with this you will get along well with brothers and sisters and they will stand by

you whenever you need it. To add to your pleasures your wife and children will dote on you

as a result of which your family life will be peaceful and harmonious. Having faith in religion,

you will spend most of your leisure time in worshipping. God or performing religious rites

and this will give you mental peace and inner satisfaction. So overall this month will be

fruitful and auspicious for you and you will be saved from unnecessary tensions and worries.

First Month

FFrrom - 10/05om - 10/05/20/2018 22:18 22:22:522:599 TTo - 11o - 11/06/06/20/2018 018 03:52:43:52:477
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Planet Degree Sign

Ascendant 24:14:40 Aries

Sun 25:52:06 Taurus

Moon 16:28:41 Aries

Mars 13:35:07 Capricorn

Mercury 01:49:60 Gemini

Jupiter 20:32:09 Libra

Venus 02:24:14 Cancer

Saturn 12:56:27 Sagittarius

Rahu 14:15:48 Cancer

Ketu 14:15:48 Capricorn
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This month will be highly auspicious and fruitful for you and you will remain peaceful and

satisfied throughout this month. You will have financial gain this month. It can be in the form

of inheritance or by winning a lottery. You will get the desired profit and income in business.

Your financial position will be strong and you will have various luxuries in life. You will enjoy

good health and diseases of any type will not be able to attack you due to which you will be

filled with energy, vitality and enthusiasm. Even at home the atmosphere will be peaceful and

pleasant as you will share mutual understanding and rapport with your family members.

Your children will keep you satisfied by doing well in their respective fields. Your friends and

relatives will also provide you with total support and cooperation.

Second Month

FFrrom - 11om - 11/06/06/20/2018 018 03:52:43:52:477 TTo - 1o - 122/0/077/20/2018 118 144:31:31:11:11
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Planet Degree Sign

Ascendant 28:31:32 Libra

Sun 25:52:06 Gemini

Moon 15:20:20 Gemini

Mars 13:37:10 Capricorn

Mercury 22:16:57 Cancer

Jupiter 19:14:11 Libra

Venus 08:25:21 Leo

Saturn 10:40:17 Sagittarius

Rahu 12:35:50 Cancer

Ketu 12:35:50 Capricorn
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This month is highly auspicious and fruitful for you. Most of your pending works will be

completed during this period. Your children will keep you satisfied by doing well in their

respective fields. They will cooperate with you. The atmosphere at home will be peaceful as

you will get along well with the family members. This month is exceptionally good for your

financial position. There will be an inflow of money from various sources as a result of which

you will be in a strong financial position. Your life will be flourished with wealth and luxuries.

Third Month

FFrrom - 1om - 122/0/077/20/2018 118 144:31:31:11:11 TTo - 1o - 122/08/20/08/2018 23:318 23:37:57:566
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Planet Degree Sign

Ascendant 22:21:35 Aries

Sun 25:52:06 Cancer

Moon 14:41:19 Leo

Mars 05:56:59 Capricorn

Mercury 19:40:14 Cancer

Jupiter 20:49:18 Libra

Venus 11:42:15 Virgo

Saturn 08:54:37 Sagittarius

Rahu 10:56:03 Cancer

Ketu 10:56:03 Capricorn
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This month is highly propitious and fruitful for you. It will keep you cheerful and satisfied

throughout. There will be financial gains this month. It can be in the form of inheritance or by

winning a lottery. This will make you financially strong. You will also be able to obtain desired

profit in business. There will be an inflow of money from various sources. There will be an

upliftment in your status and in the society, you will be known as a respectable and dignified

person. Along with this you will also enjoy good health. Diseases of any kind will not be able

to trouble you as a result of which you will be filled with vitality, strength and energy. With

mental agility and physical strength you will be able to overcome the difficulties and hurdles

on your path. On the domestic front also the scene will be smooth and harmonious. You will

get full cooperation and support from your family members and your wife and children will

dote on you. Your friends and relatives will extend their whole hearted support you.

Fourth Month

FFrrom - 1om - 122/08/20/08/2018 23:318 23:37:57:566 TTo - 13o - 13/0/09/209/2018 018 011:00:0:00:077
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Planet Degree Sign

Ascendant 11:46:59 Gemini

Sun 25:52:06 Leo

Moon 06:35:59 Libra

Mars 06:14:28 Capricorn

Mercury 18:24:28 Leo

Jupiter 24:48:15 Libra

Venus 08:14:03 Libra

Saturn 08:27:38 Sagittarius

Rahu 09:17:19 Cancer

Ketu 09:17:19 Capricorn
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This month the positive results will be evident in a greater proportion as compared to the

negative results which will be almost non-existent. Profession-wise this month is excellent for

you as you will get the desired success in whatever field you are. If you are in service, then

your superiors will be pleased with your work. They will fully cooperate with you. If in

business you will get profit and success in ventures. Your life will be flourished with wealth

and luxuries. Your father will be pleased with you as you will be obedient and devoted to

him. With the help of his guidance you will be able to pursue the right path in life. The

general atmosphere at home will be pleasant and harmonious. You will be keeping good

health this month. Diseases of any kind will not be able to trouble you as a result of which

you will be strong, active and agile. This will give you the energy to go about your work with a

killer instinct.

Fifth Month

FFrrom - 13om - 13/0/09/209/2018 018 011:00:0:00:077 TTo - 13o - 13/10/20/10/2018 118 144:4:411:4:400
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Planet Degree Sign

Ascendant 28:54:56 Capricorn

Sun 25:52:06 Virgo

Moon 18:18:18 Scorpio

Mars 17:14:39 Capricorn

Mercury 11:02:04 Libra

Jupiter 00:21:40 Scorpio

Venus 15:35:07 Libra

Saturn 09:31:05 Sagittarius

Rahu 07:40:07 Cancer

Ketu 07:40:07 Capricorn
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This month you will be obtaining mixed results but the positive events will be on the heavier

side as compared to the negative results. You will be filled with courage and confidence this

month. Fear in any form will not be known to you. Most of your enemies will be afraid of you

and you will be able to defeat them. You will get success in most of your important ventures.

Having a flair for writing, you may get some of your articles published, which shall be widely

read and appreciated. In the society you will get fame and recognition. This will give you

satisfaction and a sense of achievement.. You will be on good terms with your brother and

sisters and they will provide you with total support and cooperation. The atmosphere at

home will be pleasant and harmonious. You will get along well with the family members as

well.

Sixth Month

FFrrom - 13om - 13/10/20/10/2018 118 144:4:411:4:400 TTo - 1o - 122/11/11/20/2018 16:018 16:03:063:06
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Planet Degree Sign

Ascendant 26:35:02 Pisces

Sun 25:52:06 Libra

Moon 21:23:29 Sagittarius

Mars 03:45:31 Aquarius

Mercury 17:55:47 Scorpio

Jupiter 06:44:44 Scorpio

Venus 01:27:16 Libra

Saturn 11:49:27 Sagittarius

Rahu 06:04:33 Cancer

Ketu 06:04:33 Capricorn
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This month will prove to be highly auspicious and fruitful for you. Success and happiness will

be by your side through out this month. You will enjoy good health and mental peace. Only

on rare occasion will you be suffering from even minor diseases so you will be filled with

strength, vitality and enthusiasm. With a sincere attitude and mental agility, you will get

success in most of your important ventures. For business also this period is excellent. You

will get the desired profit in business. If you are planning to launch a new project then this is

the right time to do it. This month you will develop a strong inclination towards religion. This

will give you mental peace and satisfaction. There may be a religious celebration in the

family. Even on domestic front the scene will be smooth and easy. You will be on good terms

with the other family members.

Seventh Month

FFrrom - 1om - 122/11/11/20/2018 16:018 16:03:063:06 TTo - 1o - 122/1/122/20/2018 018 07:37:39:49:499
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Planet Degree Sign

Ascendant 12:16:57 Sagittarius

Sun 25:52:06 Scorpio

Moon 18:56:39 Capricorn

Mars 22:34:00 Aquarius

Mercury 05:11:39 Scorpio

Jupiter 13:20:41 Scorpio

Venus 11:57:12 Libra

Saturn 14:56:13 Sagittarius

Rahu 04:30:16 Cancer

Ketu 04:30:16 Capricorn
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This month is full of trouble, tension and sadness. You will face failure in most of your

important ventures. You will not get any rest or comfort this month. Success will tend to

elude you despite your sincere efforts and hard work. Your boss will not be pleased with your

work and out of wrath he may transfer you to an undesired place. So you should be polite to

him. Your mother's ill-health will add to your tension. She will be susceptible to various

diseases. Constant illness will make her physically weak and exhausted. To avoid any serious

complication you must get her thoroughly checked up and take good care of her. This month

you will be deprived of the comforts of a vehicle. This will cause you a lot of inconvenience.

The only source of relief will be the sympathetic attitude of your family members.

Eighth Month

FFrrom - 1om - 122/1/122/20/2018 018 07:37:39:49:499 TTo - 10/0o - 10/011/20/2019 1819 18:32:33:32:33
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Planet Degree Sign

Ascendant 01:02:20 Cancer

Sun 25:52:06 Sagittarius

Moon 14:23:48 Aquarius

Mars 12:14:53 Pisces

Mercury 14:03:43 Sagittarius

Jupiter 19:36:55 Scorpio

Venus 09:04:00 Scorpio

Saturn 18:23:04 Sagittarius

Rahu 02:56:37 Cancer

Ketu 02:56:37 Capricorn
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This month will prove to be exceptionally fruitful and auspicious for you. You will witness the

moments of happiness and achievements throughout this period. You will have a strong

inclination towards religion. Most of your leisure time will be spent in worshipping as this will

give you tremendous mental peace and satisfaction. There will be a religious celebration at

home. Luck will favour you in getting success in most of your ventures. You will get the

desired profit in business and there will an inflow of money from various sources. As a result

of this you will become financially strong. You will be affluent with wealth and luxuries and

there will be an upliftment in your status. In the society you will be known as a respectable

and dignified person. On the domestic front also you will remain happy and satisfied. The

atmosphere at home will be congenial as you will be on good terms with the other family

members.

Ninth Month

FFrrom - 10/0om - 10/011/20/2019 1819 18:32:33:32:33 TTo - 0o - 09/09/022/20/2019 06:419 06:49:9:2929
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Planet Degree Sign

Ascendant 27:44:09 Capricorn

Sun 25:52:06 Capricorn

Moon 11:16:42 Pisces

Mars 02:13:46 Aries

Mercury 03:21:12 Aquarius

Jupiter 24:59:13 Scorpio

Venus 11:44:45 Sagittarius

Saturn 21:42:05 Sagittarius

Rahu 01:22:47 Cancer

Ketu 01:22:47 Capricorn
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This month will prove to be highly prosperous for you. you will get success in most of your

ventures. This month you will be filled with courage, strength and confidence as there will be

no major health problems. You will get rid of the obstacles and difficulties on your path of

success by virtue of your physical strength and mental agility. You will defeat all your

enemies and they will remain under tension and fear. Fear in any form will not be known to

you. Having a flair for writing, you will get some of your articles published which will be

widely read and appreciated. This will get you fame and recognition in the society. You will be

on good terms with your brothers and sisters. They will extend their whole-hearted support

you and you will also cherish the desire to help and serve them. Your wife and children will

also dote on you and the general atmosphere at home will be congenial.

Tenth Month

FFrrom - 0om - 09/09/022/20/2019 06:419 06:49:9:2929 TTo - 11o - 11/0/033/20/2019 019 02:182:18:4:444
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Planet Degree Sign

Ascendant 19:02:37 Sagittarius

Sun 25:52:06 Aquarius

Moon 12:59:58 Aries

Mars 22:18:15 Aries

Mercury 03:39:10 Pisces

Jupiter 28:46:46 Scorpio

Venus 16:46:25 Capricorn

Saturn 24:25:11 Sagittarius

Rahu 29:48:00 Gemini

Ketu 29:48:00 Sagittarius
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This month will be full of trouble, tension and sadness. You will face failure in most of your

important ventures. You will not get any rest or comfort this month. Success will tend to

elude you despite your sincere efforts. Your boss will not be pleased with you and out of

wrath he may transfer you to an unwanted place. So you should be polite with him. Your

mother's ill-health will add to your woes. She will be susceptible to various diseases. To save

her from any serious complication, you must get her thoroughly checked up and take good

care of your health. You will also be deprived of the comforts of a vehicle. This will cause you

a lot of inconvenience. The only source of relief amidst the tension and difficulties will be the

sympathetic attitude of your wife and children. They will fully support and cooperate with

you.

Eleventh Month

FFrrom - 11om - 11/0/033/20/2019 019 02:182:18:4:444 TTo - 10/0o - 10/044/20/2019 019 09:09:044:1:122
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Planet Degree Sign

Ascendant 11:09:28 Taurus

Sun 25:52:06 Pisces

Moon 22:30:36 Taurus

Mars 12:24:37 Taurus

Mercury 28:16:53 Aquarius

Jupiter 00:13:41 Sagittarius

Venus 23:09:04 Aquarius

Saturn 26:04:29 Sagittarius

Rahu 28:11:43 Gemini

Ketu 28:11:43 Sagittarius
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This month will prove to be highly propitious and fruitful for you. Success and happiness will

not desert you throughout this month. There are indications of your having financial gains.

The sources can be many. It can be through inheritance or by winning a lottery. Alongwith

this you will get the desired profit in business. Your financial position will be very strong. Your

life will be flourished with wealth and luxuries. There will be an upliftment in your status and

respectability and the people around you will accept your influence. But on the negative side

you will not keep good health. You will lack resistance from diseases. You will suffer from

cold, cough etc.. On the domestic front also the scene will be smooth and harmonious. You

will get on well with the other family members.

Twelfth Month

FFrrom - 10/0om - 10/044/20/2019 019 09:09:044:1:122
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